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With a fully integrated agency like MadHatters, your business 

reaps the benefits of having a one-stop-shop of services for 

your desired communication mix. A holistic approach coupled 

with versatile marketing prowess ensure consistency and 

comprehensiveness in what we do : help brands create an 

enduring digital identity and make meaningful connections.We run 
the gamut

Analytics + Strategy + (Design)2
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In our strive to put the ‘extra’ into the ordinary ideas, 

we delve into the essence of business, explore

state-of-the-art strategies and leverage the power

of imagination. By staying curious, we stay current. 

We get 
curious
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& they trust 
            our services.

Social Media Marketing

Email Marketing

Content Marketing

Lead GenerationGraphic Design

Animation

UI-UX Design

Illustrations

Digital Marketing

Web Development

AI-Driven Analytics

Branding Media Planning

Copywriting

Consultancy

Videography

Kochi  |  Bangalore  |  UAE  |  Chandigarh

© 2021

Madhatters Media

Google Ads

SEO / SEM

Event Marketing

Public Relations (PR)
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Our  Works.



Malabar GroupClient SCOPE OF WORK 

Social Media Marketing  + 

Print Advertisement

Malls & Retail

Marketing Campaign



Malabar GroupClient SCOPE OF WORK 

Social Media Marketing  + 

Print Advertisement

Malls & Retail

HoardingAdvertisement



Malls & Retail

“Been working with Govind for the past two years and I’ve never 
had to worry about Marketing since. Once the team understands 
your requirements, they will surprise you regularly with creative 
designs and campaigns.”

Malabar Group

Social Media



Noel
Client SCOPE OF WORK 

Social Media Marketing  

Construction & Builders

Packaging Social Media



Hycinth
Client SCOPE OF WORK 

Social Media Marketing  

Hospitality Sector

Packaging Social Media



Oriz
Client SCOPE OF WORK 

Social Media Marketing  
“They really bring a lot of experience and a lot of very 
good strategic know-how, but it’s never without that 
essential component of emotion. It’s that combination 
of rational and emotional, and strategy and heart, that I 
think really makes them a very special and outstanding 
partner.” 

Oriz GroupHospitality Sector

Packaging Social Media



SP Wellfort
Client SCOPE OF WORK 

Graphic Design | Social Media Marketing |
 Brand Identity Design 

 Health & Wellness

Social Media BrochuresPrint Advertisement Banners



SP Wellfort
Client SCOPE OF WORK 

Graphic Design | Social Media Marketing |
 Brand Identity Design 

Health & Wellness

Brand Identity Print Design Social Media



Radience Ayurveda 
& Cosmetology

Client
SCOPE OF WORK 
Social Media Marketing  

“Madhatters have been truly a great resource for 

us. Their content & creatives quickly increased 

engagement on all platform. Our growth has multiplied 

manifold ever since the team started working with us. 

They met our expectations and exceeded them.” 

Radiance Ayurveda & Cosmetology Health & Wellness

Packaging Social Media



Client SCOPE OF WORK

 

Print Design  | Creatives | Social Media

Graphic Design | Banners | Menu Boards

 FOOD & BEVERAGES

Ambrosia

Packaging Design Print Design
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Print Design  | Creatives | Social Media

Graphic Design | Banners | Menu Boards

FOOD & BEVERAGES

Ambrosia

Banners | Stationary



Client SCOPE OF WORK

 

Social Media Marketing  | Creatives | 

Graphic Design | Banners | Menu Boards

 FOOD & BEVERAGES

Falooda Nation

Banners



Client SCOPE OF WORK

 

Social Media Marketing  | Creatives | 

Graphic Design | Banners | Menu Boards

Hoardings | Flyers

 FOOD & BEVERAGES

Falooda Nation

Print Design



“The best media agency I have worked with so far. They 
understand the client needs to the best. Best in class 
creatives. Keep up the work.”

Falooda Nation

Social Media



Pantree by
Thomson

Client SCOPE OF WORK 

Social Media | Graphic Designing | Content 

Writing | Campaign & Strategy Ideation | 

Print Media | Video Editing

FOOD & BEVERAGES

BannersPrint Design / Flyers



“Working with you guys is a pleasure. The team is really 

great and effective. You just need to communicate the 

idea and the team develops it to extreme levels.” 

Pantree by Thomson.

Banners Social Media
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Social Media

Koramingle
Client SCOPE OF WORK 

Social Media 

FOOD & BEVERAGES

Madhatters is extremely responsive and creative. It’s 

like having our own in-house marketing and publishing 

team. They understand association marketing, and 

they help us get it all done

Koramingle.



Mountain Brewed
Client SCOPE OF WORK 

Social Media Marketing  
“Hats off to Madhatters for the mindblowing originality 

and explicit execution!!! You guys certainly make an 

instant impression.” 

Mountain BrewedFOOD & BEVERAGES

Social Media Website



Cactus Resto Cafe
Client SCOPE OF WORK 

Social Media Marketing

Creatives  

FOOD & BEVERAGES

Social Media
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GeniusClient SCOPE OF WORK 

Social Media Marketing | 

Graphic Designing |

 Print  Design

Alternative Education

Print Design  | Website | Illustration 
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GeniusClient SCOPE OF WORK 

Social Media Marketing | 

Graphic Designing | 

Print Design 

Alternative Education

Social Media Print Design



Playaza
Client SCOPE OF WORK 

Graphic Designing | 

Print  Design

Fun & Entertainment

Print Design  | Banners Social Media
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Playaza
Client SCOPE OF WORK 

Graphic Designing | 

Print  Design

Fun & Entertainment

Print Design  | Banners Social Media
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Toyoz
Client SCOPE OF WORK 

Graphic Designing | 

Print Design  

Retail

Print Design  | Banners | Graphic Design



Social Media

Hubo
Client SCOPE OF WORK 

Social Media Marketing  +

 Print Advertisement

“Govind and his team were an asset in launching our social media marketing. These 

guys knew what they were doing and went the extra mile and did a bang job. The 

service they provided was outstanding, swift, and they even take time off to educate 

you on marketing. If you are looking for a marketing agency then look no further, 

Madhatters has got your back.”

Hubo HEALTH & FITNESS
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Savtoa
Client SCOPE OF WORK 

Web-design | 

Product Design | 

Rendering

HEALTH & WELLNESS
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LogoDesign
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Client Client Client
Pantree NWP Sublime
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Client Client Client
Sugar Rush Secret Garden Dr Chandran’s
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Client Client Client
STH Jhanalakshmi SP Wellfort
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Client Client
Ash Travels AV Constructions
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Client
Virol Oxy

ClientClient
AyurvaidyasMauryans
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Architectural
Renderings
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Interior
Renderings
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Product
Renderings



Client
testimonials.
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“Commend the team Madhatters Media for capturing the essence of what 

Neurowellness Project stands for in the logo. Great work + Quick response = 

Satisfied Customer.” 

- Neurowellness Project

“They helped us change the face of the brand and communicate our vision. We’ve 

been highly appreciated since they started. Outstanding creativity and timely 

delivery is what impressed us. Keep it up!!.” 

- Kottakkal Ayurvedic Centre

“They really bring a lot of experience and a lot of very good strategic know-how, 

but it’s never without that essential component of emotion. It’s that combination of 

rational and emotional, and strategy and heart, that I think really makes them a very 

special and outstanding partner.” 

- Oriz Club

They’ve just been a terrific asset. A lot of times the conversations we have with 

them will take us in a direction that we did not initially anticipate, and we love having 

access to that braintrust.” 

- Jhanalakshmi Sarees

They’ve met every goal that we have set out for them, and they’re also great 
about presenting us with new ideas to continue to set ourselves apart from our 
competition. They’ve really been the strategy behind the marketing, and helped 
us achieve a lot more than we’ve ever achieved when it comes to branding the 
company

- Sugar Rush

“Professionally Creative! Amazing Designs! Simply Intelligent! Attitude 200%! We 

can go on & on. Highly Recommended Agency. 5/5.” 

- Plato’s Planet

testimonials.
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“Madhatters have done a wonderful marketing plan and execution for my show, 

starting from naming it to logo design and helping me with forming the theme and 

other related stuff. They bring in the most innovative ways , ideas and techniques to 

bring out every single detail I had in my mind. Extremely professional and punctual 

with all time lines . Iam super happy and satisfied for having connected with this firm. 

Hoping to get associated for all my further ventures in future .” 

- One on One

“When it comes to creativity, you can count on them. They are absolutely Mr. 

Dependable. Kudos to the team.” 

- Playaza

Even though I had been frequently hearing about MadHatters, I never had a chance to work 

with them until few weeks back. Quick and responsive team with an innovative leader will 

be the best to describe them in one line. You can always approach them without a second 

thought! Keep Rocking Madhatters!

-Code6

“What we love most about madhatters is that they don’t just do what we ask 

verbatim. They ask questions to get to the root of our goals, offering direction and a 

proactive strategy. ” 

- The Secret Garden

“An excellent over-all experience with the Madhatters team for each and every 

project. Incredible vision, creativity and execution. Great team to work with that 

gives their absolute 100% for each project. Extremely happy customer :).” 

- Cherian Jacob

“Madhatters media provide quality content and help your brand grow through their 

marketing expertise, they have creative artists that can cater to all your brands 

media needs!” 

- Xavier Roy

Have worked with Govind and the Madhatters team on multiple projects. They are a brilliant 

team that has helped me and a number of other brands grow multifold. They have an incredible 

sense of design and coupled with a fantastic team, they execute brilliant digital ad campaigns.

-Chris John
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I have had for a long time, but I never got around un-
til lockdown, when some of us were blessed with the 
time, money and privilege to step beyond our com-
fort zone. Besides, there’s always room for platforms 
that shake up the standards. I wanted Madhatters to 
be the space everyone wants when they were tired of 
working a 9-5 company job, and had stories and ideas 
that we're deserving of being made big.
 

The Marketing leader of a compa-
ny undertakes various roles such 
as Growth Driver, Innovation Cat-

alyst, Chief Storyteller, Capability 
Builder and Customer Champion. What 
different roles have you been undertak-
ing at Madhatters? How has your journey 
been at this organization so far?
At Madhatters, we throw hierarchy out of the win-
dow. As a CEO and the Visionary behind the Brand, 
I remind myself to trust my creative leaders and the 
personal experiences they bring to the table. Every 
one of us has responsibilities in which we are impec-
cable and some we learn from each other. My journey 
at the company has taught me not to lead from the 
front or behind, but simply to lead with, apart from 
brainstorming and developing new ideas & solutions 
with the team.

 
What were the initial challenges 
that taught you the basic lessons 
of managing the marketing & ad-
vertising functions of the organiza-

tions? Also, how did you manage to 
achieve the success that you had in the 
later phase?
Without face-to-face encounters, having to kick-
start a full-fledged brand, all while the economy was 
plunging into an all-time low was, needless to say, 
the biggest challenge I have faced as a boss, and one 
of its kind. Also, basic tasks had to be re-learned, re-

wired and executed differently. Effective 2020 brands, 
I guess, were those who realized that unprecedented 
issues needed exceptional solutions-and that vigor-
ous improvisation and adaptation go a long way! 

As a marketing leader, describe 
your best scaling strategies and 
how you combined various mar-
keting functions to deliver on the 

goals. Have you ever had to overhaul 
your strategy in light of new business 
conditions? How did you do it? What was 
the result?
Since our team is spread all over the world, alongside 
back-end operations, the most productive scaling ap-
proach has been to participate in business growth in 
each location. With each team managing potential 
customers in their respective city/state, we were able 
to branch out very quickly and make our mark na-
tionwide.

 
How do you ensure to update 
yourself with the latest trends and 
technologies across the marketing 
& advertising industry so that you 

could always steer your organization 
towards the zenith?
Learn, research and discuss! At Madhatters, every 
individual, whether by interactions, social media or 
other validated outlets, is encouraged to be aware of 
current trends & affairs and to shape individual opin-
ions on them. This way the team is motivated to learn 
and practice in bits each day, both individually and 
professionally, in addition to coming up with market-
ing strategies to ride the surge.

 
In your professional journey so far, 
which are the milestones that be-
stowed your utmost satisfaction 
- both as an individual and as a 

founder?
The success of Madhatters ratcheted beyond expecta-
tions within only the first 6 months. We built a team 
of 25 and an impressive customer base in less than a 
year of 25+ well-known national and foreign compa-
nies from various industries and vertical sectors such 
as Malls, Entertainment, Retail, F&B, Hospitality, 
Health & Wellness, Education, and FCMG. Our con-
tinuity & success by itself has been a landmark. 

As a CEO and the Visionary behind 
the Brand, I remind myself to trust 
my creative leaders and the personal 
experiences they bring to the table
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The Covid-19 pandemic has created several 
conditions, few businesses have witnessed downfall 
wherein some have emerged during the period of 
lockdown. One such individual who utilized this 
period very well is Govind Sekhar, the Founder 

and CEO of Madhatters Media, he analyzed the need for 
effective marketing strategies. Conducted extensive research 
and managed to set up a team of individuals, who holds a 
wide experience in their respective fields. CEO Insights 
interviewed Govind Sekhar, where he described the process 
that was carried out to set up Madhatters Media and their 
accomplishments.

Tell us the major facets & achievements 
of your professional journey so far.
 I consider the several facets of the growth of our 

small start-up against so many uncertainties as a signifi-
cant accomplishment of my career in 2020, but it would have 
been difficult to make an impact across the country during 
a global recession without a team as outstanding as ours. My 
team astonishes me with what they bring to the table every 
day, despite having to work remotely for almost a year and 
never actually saw each other in real life. This is an accom-
plishment that makes me think, ‘Wow, we really have out-
done ourselves!’

 
What inspired you to establish Madhat-
ters? How has your company’s journey 
been so far and what challenges did you 

encounter during this journey?
Honestly, the silver lining that came with these recent months 
of lockdown has been my business. Madhatters is a vision that 

Right after completing his graduation, Govind 
Sekhar began his professional journey with Flipkart. 
Eventually following his desire to explore more sectors, 
he joined as On-Premise Manager at Redbull India 
and then to Conntry Manager at Dini. Post that, being 
Marketing Director at an agency, individual projects 
in Production & Advertisement and 3-4 years as 
Consultant all gave him wonderful opportunities to 
fine-tune the passion. Working with various teams, 
at different locations and amongst different cultures 
hasn’t only helped Govind diversify and pick up 
7+ languages on the side, but also build one of his 
strongest assets of today: the network.

Location: Kerala

Govind Sekhar, Founder & CEO, Madhatters 
Media

GOVIND 
SEKHAR
AN INDUSTRY LEADER 
WITH A VISION TO 
BUILD A PLATFORM 
THAT EXHIBITS 
ORIGINALITY
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I have had for a long time, but I never got around un-
til lockdown, when some of us were blessed with the 
time, money and privilege to step beyond our com-
fort zone. Besides, there’s always room for platforms 
that shake up the standards. I wanted Madhatters to 
be the space everyone wants when they were tired of 
working a 9-5 company job, and had stories and ideas 
that we're deserving of being made big.
 

The Marketing leader of a compa-
ny undertakes various roles such 
as Growth Driver, Innovation Cat-

alyst, Chief Storyteller, Capability 
Builder and Customer Champion. What 
different roles have you been undertak-
ing at Madhatters? How has your journey 
been at this organization so far?
At Madhatters, we throw hierarchy out of the win-
dow. As a CEO and the Visionary behind the Brand, 
I remind myself to trust my creative leaders and the 
personal experiences they bring to the table. Every 
one of us has responsibilities in which we are impec-
cable and some we learn from each other. My journey 
at the company has taught me not to lead from the 
front or behind, but simply to lead with, apart from 
brainstorming and developing new ideas & solutions 
with the team.

 
What were the initial challenges 
that taught you the basic lessons 
of managing the marketing & ad-
vertising functions of the organiza-

tions? Also, how did you manage to 
achieve the success that you had in the 
later phase?
Without face-to-face encounters, having to kick-
start a full-fledged brand, all while the economy was 
plunging into an all-time low was, needless to say, 
the biggest challenge I have faced as a boss, and one 
of its kind. Also, basic tasks had to be re-learned, re-

wired and executed differently. Effective 2020 brands, 
I guess, were those who realized that unprecedented 
issues needed exceptional solutions-and that vigor-
ous improvisation and adaptation go a long way! 

As a marketing leader, describe 
your best scaling strategies and 
how you combined various mar-
keting functions to deliver on the 

goals. Have you ever had to overhaul 
your strategy in light of new business 
conditions? How did you do it? What was 
the result?
Since our team is spread all over the world, alongside 
back-end operations, the most productive scaling ap-
proach has been to participate in business growth in 
each location. With each team managing potential 
customers in their respective city/state, we were able 
to branch out very quickly and make our mark na-
tionwide.

 
How do you ensure to update 
yourself with the latest trends and 
technologies across the marketing 
& advertising industry so that you 

could always steer your organization 
towards the zenith?
Learn, research and discuss! At Madhatters, every 
individual, whether by interactions, social media or 
other validated outlets, is encouraged to be aware of 
current trends & affairs and to shape individual opin-
ions on them. This way the team is motivated to learn 
and practice in bits each day, both individually and 
professionally, in addition to coming up with market-
ing strategies to ride the surge.

 
In your professional journey so far, 
which are the milestones that be-
stowed your utmost satisfaction 
- both as an individual and as a 

founder?
The success of Madhatters ratcheted beyond expecta-
tions within only the first 6 months. We built a team 
of 25 and an impressive customer base in less than a 
year of 25+ well-known national and foreign compa-
nies from various industries and vertical sectors such 
as Malls, Entertainment, Retail, F&B, Hospitality, 
Health & Wellness, Education, and FCMG. Our con-
tinuity & success by itself has been a landmark. 

As a CEO and the Visionary behind 
the Brand, I remind myself to trust 
my creative leaders and the personal 
experiences they bring to the table
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T
he Covid-19 pandemic has created several 
conditions, few businesses have witnessed downfall 
wherein some have emerged during the period of 
lockdown. One such individual who utilized this 
period very well is Govind Sekhar, the Founder 

and CEO of Madhatters Media, he analyzed the need for 
effective marketing strategies. Conducted extensive research 
and managed to set up a team of individuals, who holds a 
wide experience in their respective fields. CEO Insights 
interviewed Govind Sekhar, where he described the process 
that was carried out to set up Madhatters Media and their 
accomplishments.

Tell us the major facets & achievements 
of your professional journey so far.
 I consider the several facets of the growth of our 

small start-up against so many uncertainties as a signifi-
cant accomplishment of my career in 2020, but it would have 
been difficult to make an impact across the country during 
a global recession without a team as outstanding as ours. My 
team astonishes me with what they bring to the table every 
day, despite having to work remotely for almost a year and 
never actually saw each other in real life. This is an accom-
plishment that makes me think, ‘Wow, we really have out-
done ourselves!’

 
What inspired you to establish Madhat-
ters? How has your company’s journey 
been so far and what challenges did you 

encounter during this journey?
Honestly, the silver lining that came with these recent months 
of lockdown has been my business. Madhatters is a vision that 

Right after completing his graduation, Govind 
Sekhar began his professional journey with Flipkart. 
Eventually following his desire to explore more sectors, 
he joined as On-Premise Manager at Redbull India 
and then to Country Manager at Dini. Post that, being 
Marketing Director at an agency, individual projects 
in Production & Advertisement and 3-4 years as 
Consultant all gave him wonderful opportunities to 
fine-tune the passion. Working with various teams, 
at different locations and amongst different cultures 
hasn’t only helped Govind diversify and pick up 
7+ languages on the side, but also build one of his 
strongest assets of today: the network.
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Govind Sekhar, Founder & CEO, Madhatters 
Media
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Connect       
with us.
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Madhatters Media

Email
tea@madhattersmedia.in

Phone
+91 90488 99989

Locations
Kerala | Bangalore | UAE | Chandigarh

@madhattersmedia
Instagram | Facebook | Linkedin

madhattersmedia.in

http://madhattersmedia.in
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